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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In May 1987, VDOT's Deputy Commissioner established a task 
force, led by the Office of Policy Analysis, to examine the 
overall configuration of agency policy instructions, as well as 

processes for their formulation and communication. In conducting 
this analysis, the task force: 

o reviewed the Code of Virqinia and other secondary 
resources to develop definitions and criteria for the 
various levels of policy instruction; 

o inventoried all known policy instructions used by the 
Department; 

o surveyed several levels of VDOT management regarding the 
existence of any problems related to the framework and 
format of VDOT's policy instructions, as well as to 
procedures and roles associated with their formulation 
and communication; 

o surveyed other government agencies about their policies 
and formulation procedures; and 

o conducted a content analysis of the Department Policy 
Memoranda (DPM). 

Findinqs and Conclusions: 

Major findings and conclusions of the task force are located 

on pages 4-11 of this report. They are summarized as follows: 

(•) The Code of Virqinia, through Sections 33.1-8, 33.1- 
12, and 1-17.2, grants policy-making authority to the 
Commonwealth Transportation Board, Commissioner, 
Deputy Commissioner, Chief Engineer, as well as to any 
other personnel to whom the Commissioner officially 
delegates that task. 

(2) Procedures are generally non-discretionary and should 
therefore be issued by those to whom the Code 
delegates policy-making authority. 

(3) Guidelines enable more latitude in their 
interpretation, but should still provide for 
reasonable consistency. 

(4) The Department has 122 known sets of manuals and 
unbound instructions, although only ten are widely 
used throughout the Department. 



(5) The major problems noted by VDOT's managers with 

respect to policy instructions are obsolete manuals, 
verbal policy instructions, and inability to locate 
instructions. 

(6) The most frequently-mentioned suggestions for 
improvement in the format area were updated 
instructions, a better content layout, a cross-index 

or referencing system, reduced duplication, and more 

clearly written instructions. 

(7) The major problem noted by managers about the 
formulation process is insufficient input into the 

development of policy instructions. 

C8) Survey respondents most frequently identified the 

following improvements for policy formulation and 
communication: greater input for all affected 
parties; more use of committees or task forces to 

develop policy instructions; and more timely 
interpretation and updating of instructions. 

(9) VDOT managers generally express a consistent 
understanding, and one with which the task force 
essentially agrees, about the roles of district 
engineers, division administrators and others relating 
to the policy process. However, few survey 
respondents indicated any recognition of a role for 

anyone to monitor or enforce these instructions• 

(•0) Other agencies surveyed generally have a controlled 

process for promulgating policy instructions, with 
policy-making authority set by statute and operating 
procedures promulgated by high-ranking officials. 

Recommendations 

The task force offers the following recommendations for the 

consideration of the Executive Committee. Further details 
relating to these recommendations, as well as an action plan, are 

located on pages 11-17 of this report. 

(i) The Commissioner should issue a DPM relating to policy 
format and formulation, including definitions of the 

various levels of policy instructions, the latitude 
they afford, and the general roles of Department 
administrators, managers and others in their 
formulation, communication, and review. 

C2) All administrators designated to issue policy, 
procedures or standards on their own authority should 
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have that authority delegated by the Commissioner if 
it is not already available through Section 33.1-8 of 
the Code of Virqinia. 

(3) The central office and each district, respectively, 
should maintain a library of all policy instructions 
used by VDOT and the district and its residencies. 

(4) The Management Services Division (MSD) should develop 
and circulate a cross-index or index of all policy 
instructions used by VDOT. 

(5) The MSD should also finalize a plan to update, revamp, 
and maintain the DPM. 

(6) Eighteen manuals now used by the Department should be 
consolidated or eliminated. They are listed on page 
13 of the report. 

(7) An action plan should be developed by each division 
administrator to update any manual not revised during 
the past 12 months. Provisions to be included in the 
action plan are located on pages 13 and 14 of this 
report. 

(8) Each division administrator should also establish a 

procedure for ongoing manual maintenance, including 
provisions for the assignment of responsibility; 
continuous updating of instructions; incorporation of 
external policies and procedures; distribution of 
manuals; and a system for follow-up, interpretation, 
and evaluation of manual changes. 

(9) Documents that promulgate written instructions should 
include a table of contents, index, numbered and dated 

pages, and subject and section identification. These 
documents should also include statements regarding the 
instructions' purpose, authority, contact person, 
effective date, and, as needed, definitions. 

(10) The Office of Policy Analysis and the Management 
Services Division, respectively, should develop 
procedures for facilitating the incorporation into 
division manuals of the Code of .Virqinia and policy 
changes of the Commonwealth Transportation Board. 

(11) To the extent not already being done, those within and 
outside VDOT who are affected by particular policies, 
procedures, and other instructions should have 
meaningful opportunities for input into their 
development as well as any substantive revisions. 
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Introduction 

The Virginia Department Of Transportation (VDOT) maintains a 

large number of policies, procedures, and other written 
instructions to guide all functional components of its 

operations. These instructions are promulgated by VDOT, the 

Commonwealth Transportation Board, other state agencies, the 

federal government, and even outside organizations. 

In May 1987, the Deputy Commissioner appointed an agency 
task force to examine the overall configuration of agency 
instructions, as well as the process of their formulation and 

communication. This request supported a recommendation made in 

Senate Document •18 for such an analysis. 

The objectives established by the task force were to: 

Develop definitions and criteria to distinguish among 
VDOT's written instructions (regulations, policies, 
procedures, guidelines, standards and specifications); 

Inventory policies, procedures and other written 
instructions used by VDOT; 

Assess any problems related to the framework and format 

of written instructions, including accessibility, 
clarity, timeliness, and completeness; 

Assess any problems associated with procedures and 
roles regarding formulation, review, revision, and 
communication of policy instructions; 

Determine policy formats and formulation procedures of 

other transportation and non-transportation agencies; 
and 

Develop recommendations and an action plan to improve 
VDOT's existing policy format and its procedures for 
formulating and communicating policy instructions. 

To carry out study objectives, 
a number of activities were 

undertaken. These included: 

A review of the Code of Virqinia and other 
secondary resources; 

An inventory, examination, and analysis of VDOT's 
policy instructions; 

A mail survey of VDOT administrators and managers, 
including: 



Top Management 
Division Administrators 
Assistant Division Administrators 
District Engineers 
Assistant District Engineers 
District Section Heads 
Resident Engineers; 

o A telephone survey of other agencies; and 

A content analysis of the •partment Policy 
Memoranda. 

The remainder of the report is a summary of the results of 

the study, as well as a set of recommendations and an action plan 
to implement those recommendations. 

VDOT'S WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS: DEFINITION AND CRITERIA 

Characteristics of the various levels of policy instructions 
have a bearing on who may promulgate those instructions and the 

flexibility with which they may be interpreted. Therefore, it is 

important that these characteristics be identified and 
incorporated into definitions and criteria. 

As a result of research and analysis of the Code of 
•i[•inia, Black's Law Dictionary, and a number of management 
references, the task force established definitions, criteria, and 

examples for the various levels of written instructions. They 
are listed in Figure I. 

Major points related to some of these definitions should be 

emphasized: 

The following are granted explicit and implicit policy- 
making authority by Sections 33.1-8 and 33.1-12 of the 

Code of Virqinia: The Commonwealth Transportation 
Board, Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, and Chief 
Engineer; 

In addition, Section 1-17.2 of the Code, as amended, 
explicitly grants the authority to make policy to any 
other VDOT personnel to whom the Commissioner 
officially delegates that task; 



FIGURE I 

DEFINITIONS/CRITERIA FOR WRITT2• I•IONS 

•/R•GULATION: Any statement of general application promul•ated by VDOT in accordance 
with the authority conferred on the Department by applicable •aws. Within 
regulations are promulgated by the Commonwealth Trans.vcrtation Board. VDOT i• also 
subject to rules and regulations of outside agencies, such as the Federal Highway 
Administration a•nd Virginia Marine Resources C•mmission (•q•/•.C). in either 
rules and regulations are specific and inflexible, allowing no discretion unless 
explicitly stated. 

Examples: 

Internal Rules and RecHulations Governing the Precrualification of Prospective Bidders 
(Commonwealth Transportation Board) 

External Wetlands Regulations (Virginia Marine Resources Commission) 

POLICY: A broad, value-oriented statement or approach which outlines, explains or 3usti•ies a certain course of action and establishes the framework for administrative 
action and decisions by VDOT staff. 

Policy-making authority is implicitly or explicitly limited by the Code of Virginia to: 
'The Commonweai•h Transportation Board, Commlssioner, Deputy CommissY•n-•r• •ief Engineer 
and others to whom the Commissioner officially delegates such authority. 

Internal DPM 3-I Control of Traffic; Classifying and Marking Highwa• 
External Executive Order • (Ec[ual.._Employment ODDortunity) 

PROCEEK/RE: A ministerial discussion or set of instructions about "how to" car•, ouz a poli.cy: Procedures are intended to provide a consistent approach to a poli•, and should 
expl•c•iy state the range for latitude, if any. In view of their legal implications, 
the authority to promulgate procedures should be officially delegated. 
Ex•pi•: 
Internal Purchasing Procedures DPM 6-8 

•4ternal State Grievance Procedure 

GUII•ELINE: An informational statement or discussion of "how to" carryout •o!icies •r procedures that qeneral!y provides more flexibility or discretion •nan do •rccedures. 
Guidelines are o•ten typified by the words "may", "can", or "should". While there is 
more room for latitude in interpreting guidelines than interpreting policies, general 
consisteD•zy is still needed. 

Lxamples' 

Internal Guide to Holding .•ublic Hearings 

Lxternai Wetlar.ds Delineation Guidelines (•HWA) 

STANDARD: A statement or depic•ation of what is considered acceptab,e or desirable. 
Stancards are intended to represent minimum levels o, acceptabiii•y _or perform.•c• 
Many of VDOT's standards are imposed by external organizatic•. 
Examples: 

Internal (•) performance standards for VDOT employees. (2) the geometric standards 
that are part of the Subdivision Street Requirements. 

External •SHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges 

SPECIFICATIONS: Directions, provisions andrequirements •associated with contracts for 
the construction of roads and bridges. The only manual of specifications used by •CT is 
the Road •nd Bridge Specifications• •nd attached special provisions. 

Source: Policy Task Force 



Rules and regulations, whether promulgated by VDOT, 
state government, or federal agencies, allow no 

discretion unless explicitly provided; 

Procedures are generally ministerial (non- 
discretionary) in nature. Therefore, they should be 
issued by the Transportation Board, Commissioner, 
Deputy Commissioner, Chief Engineer (as appropriate) or 

by other VDOT administrators to whom the Commissioner 
has officially delegated that duty; 

Procedures are intended to provide consistency and 
should therefore state the option and range for 
latitude, if any; and 

Guidelines enable more latitude in their interpretation 
than do procedures, but should still provide for 
reasonable consistency. 

INVENTORY OF VDOT'S INSTRUCTIONS 

At present, there is no index or list of the numerous 

written instructions used throughout VDOT. Without such an 

index, there is the increased likelihood that needed policies, 
procedures, or other instructions will not be located and that 
obsolete instructions are perpetuated. 

To develop a complete inventory of the policies, procedures, 
and other instructions used by VDOT, those reponding to the mail 

survey (see page seven for additional details) were asked to 
examine a list of known policy instructions, and identify any 
additional manuals and unbound instructions not on the list. 

As a result, 122 manuals and unbound instructions were 

identified. These documents are promulgated by VDOT, other state 
and federal agencies, and professional organizations. They can 

be sorted as follows: 

coding or use instructions 
training and other guides 
regulations, policies, procedures, 

standards, specifications 

8 
13 
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The inventory of written instructions is located in Appendix A of 
this report.. 

Following analysis and discussions with affected divisions, 
the Task Force has identified eighteen manuals or other 
instructions.in this inventory as immediate candidates for 
consolidation with other documents, or as candidates for 
elimination. They are identified in the right hand column of 
Appendix A. After further analysis within and across divisions, 
additional policy documents might also be consolidated or 

eliminated. 



As shown by Table I, just ten of the 122 manuals maintained 
by VDOT receive widespread use throughout the Department. 
However, .remaining manuals, though less widely used, often 
constitute the major policy instructions for specific functional 
units within the Department. 

TABLE I 
MOST WII3•LY U•SED MANUALS 

Name of Document 
Department 

Wide 
Central Section Resident 
Office Field Heads Engineers 

I. Road/Bridge Specs. 96 
2. DPM 84 
3. Highway Laws of VA 74 
4. Read Designs/Standards 68 
5. Human Resources P&P 49 
6. Maintenance Policy Man. 43 
7. MUTCD 25 
8. Subdivision Street Stds. 24 
9. Fiscal Div. Manual 21 
I 0. Commercial Entrances Man. 20 
11. Purchasing Manual 

Leg. Coord. Process 
13. CD/CDO Numbered Memo. 
14. Info. Sys. Div. Memo. 
15. Va. Supplement/MUTCD 
16. Work Area Protection Man. 
17. Land Use Polic• Manual 

DE& 
ADE 

Source: Task Force Survey 

21 75 21 34 20 
25 59 9 30 20 
33 41 9 21 
14 54 22 22 0 
18 31 !7 11 3 

4! 23 
6 19 8 5 

23 9 
12 8 

20 10 5 
8 10 

5 10 3 

16 9 

The inventory of policy instructions developed as part of 
this study could form the basis for a policy index to be 
circulated throughout VDOT. Based on the definitions and 
criteria developed for the Department's written instructions, 
some VDOT manuals within the inventory may need to be retitled or 

redefined according to their intended function and the degree of 
flexibility they afford. 

ASSESSMENT OF POLICY INSTRUCTIONS AND THE FORMULATION PROCESS 

Users of Department policy instructions are in a very good 
position to evaluate them and make suggestions for their 
improvement. Accordingly, a survey that requested information 
about VDOT's policy instructions and their formulation was mailed 
to approximately 260 managers and administrators in the central 
office and field. The survey wascompleted and returned by 217 
of these personnel, for a response rate of 83 percent. 



Responses to the survey are summarized and incorporated as 

Appendix B of the report. Key findings from the survey follow: 

POLICY INSTRUCTIONS: 

The most prevalent weakness identified about VDOT's 
policy instructions is out-of-date or obsolete policies. 
Nearly 57 percent of the respondents see this as a 

frequent or fairly common occurrence. However, it should 
be noted that some divisions are now in the process of 
revising manuals. 

2. Another weakness noted by a high percentage of 
respondents is the existence of verbal policzes that have 
not been placed in writing. This potential problem may 
be related to the lack of timeliness in updating manuals, 
or to the inability to locate a written instruction that 
does, in fact, exist. 

3. About one-third of the survey respondents felt the system 
for location of written instructions is very or somewhat 
ineffective. The most frequent solution proposed to 
address this problem is to index or cross-index written 
instructions, rather than consolidate manuals. 

4. While nearly one-half of all respondents believe that 
written instructions are somewhat or very ineffective in 
their clarification of latitude, about the same .number 
feel that they understand the degree of flexibility that 
is appropriate in implementing policies or procedures. 
This is an area that is difficult to assess, since 
managers vary significantly in their degree of comfort 
about applying judgment in the interpretation of 
policies. 

5. For many questions relating to policy/procedure format, 
there were notable differences in responses among 
different levels of agency management, although no clear 
pattern emerged. In addition, field managers as a whole 
reported more duplication of instructions within and 
across manuals than did central office managers. The 
latter may be due to the wide variety of manuals used by 
many field managers. 

6. The most frequently mentioned suggestions for improvement 
in the format area were an improved or uniform 
policy/procedure layout; a cross-index or referencing 
system both within and across manuals; less duplication 
or overlap; and more clearly written instructions. 



FORMULATION AND COMMUNICATION PROCESS: 

I. The most predominant "negative" associated with the 
formulation process is the limited amount of input many 
managers perceive they are allowed in the development or 

revision of policy instructions. Overall, over 40 
percent of survey respondents scored this area as very or 

somewhat ineffective. However, responses suggest that 
field managers are more dissatisfied with input processes 
than are central office managers. Forty to 60 percent of 
field managers rated this area low, compared with 26-33 
percent of central office managers. 

It should be noted that some Divisions have recently 
implemented steps that enable more input during the 
formulation process. However, this finding has serious 
implications, in view of the fact that the major users of 
VDOT's written instructions are field personnel. 

Whi the major sources o; information about VDOT's 
policies and other instructions are policy manuals and 

memos, about one-half of the respondents also rely on 

verbal instructions as a major information source. While 
this finding may support the value of policy 
interpretation, it also suggests that policies could be 
written more clearly. 

3. The most prevalent suggestions for improvement in the 
formulation area ar•: greater input.from 
all affected parties; greater use of committees or task 
forces to develop policy; more timely updating of 
instructions; and more uniform interpretation of policy 
instructions through meetings, training, or systematic 
follow-up. 

4. Most managers appear to share a common understanding, and 
one that the task force believes is essentially correct, 
about the roles of district engineers, division 
administrators, and others relating to policy, 
procedures, and other written instructions. There seems 

to be a consistent perception that division 
administrators should develop, communicate and interpret 
policies and procedures; and that district engineers 
should review, provide input for, implement, and 
interpret them, while having a less prominent role in 
their development. 

However, few respondents indicated any recognition of a 
role for anyone to monitor or enforce policies and 
procedures. Accountability by the divisions and, to some 

extent, the district offices for oversight of policies 
and other instructions is a basic element of good 
management. In addition, it is critical to the succes• 

of VDOT's current decentralization policy. The 
monitoring role should be stressed in future 
communications to VDOT's managers. 



POLICY FRAMEWORK AND FORMULATION PROCEDURES OF OTHER AGENCIES 

Sometimes good ideas can be obtained from other 
organizations that have confronted the same issues and 
opportunities as VDOT. To determine how other agencies are 
dealing with the management of their policies, a structured 
telephone survey was conducted with officials of the 
Pennsylvania, Texas and North Carolina transportation agencies, 
as well as the Virginia Department of Mental Health, Mental 
Retardation and Substance Abuse Services and the Virginia 
Department of Corrections. The survey inquired about both the 
configuration of policy instructions and the procedures for their 
formulation and communication. Key findings were: 

I. All agencies surveyed indicate they have a controlled 
process for promulgating policies and procedures. Policy- 
making authority is set by law, and operating procedures 
are promulgated by a high-ranking official within the 
agency (e.g., deputy agency head or director). 

2. All agencies have a department,wide policy manual. In 
addition, the surveyed transportation agencies issue 25 
to 50 or more division or functional manuals. 

3. Most agencies have a system for the layout or formatting 
of policy instructions, although the format is not always 
standard across all instructions or agency manuals. 
Components of most formats include (I) identification of 
policy versus procedure; (2) authority; (3) purpose•, and 
(4) effective date. In addition, other formatting 
features sometimes include: review date, definitions, and 
source of official interpretation.' 

4. All agencies have a system for review of manual material, 
with continuous, annual, or a combination of both types 
of review. 

5. Agencies afford participation in the development or 

revision of instructions, with the extent of input 
typically based on the potential impact of a policy or 
procedural change. 

6. Some agencies have spent considerable time and effort in 
revising their policy instructions and formulation 
processes. For example, Texas now writes and formats 
policies based on an information mapping process 
developed by a consultant. Included in this process is 
attention to writing style and clarity. Pennsylvania 
develops policy instructions through the use of a 
strategic management committee and has clearly defined 
roles for central office and field staff for all aspects 
of promulgation and management of policy instructions. 



FORMAT AND FORMULATION OF THE DEPARTMENT POLICY MANUAL 

The Departmental Policy Memoranda (DPM) book contains 11@ 
policies, most of which cover the construction and maintenance of 
roads. A recent analysis of the DPM by the Management Services 
Division and responses to the survey developed by the Task Force 
show that: 

No clear guidance or criteria have been established 
regarding the kinds of policies that should be included 
in the DPM. As a consequence, cross-cutting, as well as 

division-specific instructions are presently included in 
this manual. 

The DPM should be reserved for instructions that cross 

divisional lines. At present, a number of the DPM's 
policies should be moved to division manuals or 

elsewhere. At the same time, there are some cross- 

cutting policies contained in division manuals that may 
be good candidates for the DPM. 

The DPM is in serious need of updating. Some of its 
policies are as much as 20 years old. In addition, 
responses to the policy survey frequently alluded to the 
obsolescence of DPM policies. 

A process should be established for keeping the DPM up-to- 
date. This process should include the assignment of 
responsibility for determining needed policy revisions, 
as well as the notification of the Management Services 
Division about these changes. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations address major issues discussed 

on preceding pages. An action plan beginning on page 16 is 
designed to implement these recommendations. 

A DPM relating to policy format and formulation should be 
issued by the Commissioner. This instruction should: 

a) distinguish among or define the various levels or kinds 
of written policy guidance used by VDOT; 

b) clarify the appropriate use of each form of instruction, 
including the general amount of latitude that may be 
apprQpriate; and 

c) clarify the general roles of directors, division 
administrators, district •ngineers, and others in the 
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formulation, promulgation, execution, monitoring and 
evaluation of the various written instructions. 

The DPM should cover policy, procedures, standards, 
regulations, and guidelines, and should utilize the 
materials produced by the task force and incorporated into 
th• report. 

All administrators designated to issue policies, procedures, 
or standards outside the aegis of the Commonwealth 
Transportation Board should have this authority officially 
delegated to them by the Commissioner if authority is not 
already available through Sections 33.1-8 of the Code of 

A central library of all instructional manuals should be 
maintained by the Management Services Division. In 
addition, each district should maintain a set of all written 
instructions used within the district office and its 
residencies. 

The Management Services Division should investigate the 
feasibility of establishing and maintaining a cross-index •f 
all VDOT instructions, perhaps utilizing a software •ackage 
designed for that purpose. Depending on the outcome of that 
investigation, a cross-index or, at a minimum, an index of 
all written instructions should be placed in the DPM. The 
index should be kept current by the Management Services 
Division. 

In addition, VDOT should consider automating the index, once 

on-line systems are widely available in the C.O. & field; 
or, as an alternative, the index could be loaded onto a disk 
for access by stand-alone microcomputers. 

The Management Services Division should finalize a plan to 
update, revamp, and maintain the DPM. The plan should be 
submitted to the Executive Committee for review. Once the 
plan has been approved, the Management Services Division 
should coordinate with division administrators regarding 
policies bein• removed from the DPM book that may be 
appropriate for division manuals, or perhaps for 
elimination, and 2) policies in division manuals that should 
be moved to the DPM. 

Following consultation with affected division 
administrators, 18 manuals or free standing instructions are 

recommended for consolidation or elimination. The 
elimination or consolidation of some of these instructions 
is already underway in the divisions. They are: 



I. Internal Procedures for Establishing Rules and Regulations 
2•. Level of Service Manual 
3. Post Construction Manual 
4. Rules/Regulations for Big Walker Mtn./Eliz. River Tunnels 
5. R/W Instructional Memos 
6. Pass-By Trips Policy 
7. Jamestown-Scotland Ferry Policy and Procedures 
8. T.E.D. Instructional Memoranda 
9. CD/CDO Memoranda 
10. Guidelines for Revenue Sharing 
11. DBE Program Compliance Procedures/Certification Procedures 
12. Additions, Abandonments, and Discontinuances 
13. Title VI Manual and EEO/AA Plan 
14. Vegetation Management Manual 
15. Erosion and Sediment Control Manual 
16. Equipment Division Instr. Memoranda 
17. Maintenance Division Instr. Memoranda 
18. Hazard Communication Policy 

Appendix A should be consulted for additional details. 

Affected division administrators should take the appropriate 
steps to consolidate or eliminate these instructions, including 
the notification of manual/policy holders, as well as the 
Management Services Division for index updating. Consolidation 
or elimination of identified instructions should be built into 
the plan outlined in Recommendation 7. 

Each division administrator should develop an action plan 
with assigned responsibilities and time frames to update 
each manual within his/her purview that has not been revised 
during the past 12 months. This plan should include 
provisions for: 

a) identifying and then revising or eliminating instructions 
that are" 

unnecessarily duplicative; 
obsolete, inappropriate or not needed; or 

contradictory; 

incorporating into relevant manuals any substantive 
instructions that have been issued verbally or through 
separate letters and memos; and 

c) consolidating or eliminating instructions identified in 
Recommendation 6; and 

d) meeting with functionally-related divisions to assess the 
feasibility of: 

merging duplicative or closely-related materials; 
eliminating contradictory material; or 

consolidating any division manuals. 
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Action plans should incorporate a strategy for obtaining 
input from appropriate district and residency personn•l. The 
strategy should incorporate the points covered in Recommendation 

These action plans should be approved by the appropriate 
Directors, who should ensure that plans provide timely and 
realistic strategies for manual/instructional updating. Time 
frames for the completion of updates should be reported to the 
Commissioner. 

Each division administrator should also establish a 

procedure for ongoing manual maintenance, placing particular 
emphasis on: 

the overall assignment of responsibility; 
the continuous updating of instructions as changes occur, 
with formal review at least annually; 
timely incorpcration of policy and procedural change• 
from external agencies; 
the distribution of manuals or policies to those who need 
them; and 

a system for follow-up, interpretation, and evaluation of 
manual changes. 

This procedure should be approved, and moni•tored by the 
respective Director, and then submitted to the Assistant 
Commissioner for distribution as appropriate. 

Written instructions, to every extent possible, should be 
updated by preparing and distributing replacement pages or 

amending existing instructions by reference, as opposed to 
writing and separately filing a new instruction. New material 
should be underscored. In addition, a cover memo should explain 
what material has been deleted, replaced, or superceded. 

Documents that promulgate policy, procedures, guidelines, 
and other written instructions should 

a) at a minimum, include the following features: 

-a table of contents 

-an index of subject matter 
-numbered pages 
-dated pages for loose leaf manuals 
-subject and section identification; and 

b) also specify, through either an introductory section or 

internal formatting: 

-the purpose (objective) 
-the authority or reference for the instructions; 
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-the contact person for questions, interpretation or 

•ssistance 
-the effective date; and 
-(if needed) definitions. 

Those who draft instructions should label them 
approDriately according to their purpose and the definitions 
stated in Figure I. If the instruction is a procedure or 

guideline, the underlying policy should also be articulated. 

Appendix C provides a guide to assist in the implementation 
of this recommendation. 

10. A procedure for facilitating the incorporation of amendments 
of the Code of Virqinia and policy changes of the 
Commonwealth Transportation Board into division manuals 
should be developed by the Office of Policy Analysis and the 
Management Services Division, respectively. 

Those within and outside VDOT who are affected by particular 
policies, procedures, and other instructions should have 
meaningful opportunities for input into their development 
and revision. Input promotes sound, balanced policies, as 

well as compliance after they are implemented. 

Therefore, to the extent not already being done: 

a) Division personnel, as well as district engineers and 
others in district and residency offices should be given 
the opportunity to submit ideas or recommendations for 

new policies, procedures, and guidelines or those that 
are scheduled for substantive revisions. This initial 
input might be achieved through participation on task 
forces, individual polling, meetings, or other 
techniques. 

b) Drafts of all proposed new or substantially revised 
instructions over which VDOT has some control should also 
be submitted to those personnel that will be affected by 
the changes. A reasonable period of time (at least two 
weeks) should be allowed for review and comment. 

c) To the extent that policies and other written 
instructions affect contractors, developers, suppliers, 
or others outside VDOT, the same opportunities should be 
afforded. 
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ACTION PLAN TO IM•_j•MENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF POLICY TASK FORCE 

ACTI ON RESPONSIBILI.•/ 

Approval of task 
force recommendations 

Executive Committee 

2. Draft, issue DPM instruction 
relating to policy format 
and formulation 

Staff as Designated; 
Commissioner 

3. Delegate authority to issue 
policy, procedures, etc. 

Commissioner 

determine who should issue 
delegate authority as necessary, 
either through Section I. 17-2 

or t•xough internal mechanism 

4. Establish policy libraries 
in C•ntral Office and 
Districts 

Management Services 
Division 
District Engineers 

5. Investigate feasibility of 
developing cross-index of 
contents of agency m•nuals, 
including development of/ 
investment in appropriate 
software 

M•nagement Services 
Division 

Incorporate and disseminate 
policy index or cross-iD•ex 

Management Services 
Division 

finalize and issue to all 
central office and field staff 
develop automated on-line 

access (and/or input onto 
dis• for stand-alone computers) 

7. Submit plan for reorganization/ 
updating/maintenance of DPM 
to Executive Committee 

Management Services 
Division 

8. Develop division action plan 
with •assigned responsibilities 
and time frames to: 

Division 
Administrators 

update obsolete materials 
incorporte verbal or unkxDund 
instructions 

TAR• DATE 

12/87 

1/88 

2/88 

2/88 

2/88 

3/88 

3/88 

2/88 
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consolidate or eliminate 
manuals as per 
Recomm•ndat ion 7 
meet with functionally- 
related divisior• to merge, 
eliminate duplicative/ 
contradictory materials and 
assess feasibility of 
further manual consolidation 
develop and incorporate 
suggested format items 
(see Recommendation 9) 
build in input from 
affected parties 

9. Approve action plan outlined 
in Action #8; submit updated 
time frame to Commissioner 

!0. •.•tab!ish procedure for manual 
maintenance, to include: 

assignment of responsibility 
u•Ddating of instructions 
incorporation of external 
changes 
appropriate distribution 
follow-up, interpretation, 
evaluat ion 

11. Approve and monitor procedure; 
submit copy to Assistant 
Commissioner 

12. Develop system for incorporat- 
ing Code and Transportation 
Board changes into Division 
policy manuals. 

Directors 

Division 
Administrators 

Directors 

Policy Office 
Management Services 
Division 

3/88 

3/88 

4/88 

1/88 
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WRI%'gEN INSTRUCTIONS L•SED 
BY VDOT 

9/30/87 

INSTRUCTIONS S• 
COD•OLI DATI ON/ELIMINATI ON 
POTSINTIAL INITIAL ANALYSIS 

DEPAR'FME•]T POLICY MANUAL 

HIGHWAY LAWS OF VIRGINIA 

M•D ISTf•gNAL POLICI .•/• & 
.=ROC•DUR•S 

INT• F•R(D• FOR E•. 
RtV•H•S/P•EGS FOR APA 

LEGISLATIVE COORDINATION 
PROCED• MANUAL 

CTB HANDBOOK AND RUL•/RIDSS 

RULES & REGS FOR BIG WALKER 
MTN/ELI-•j%BE'I'H RIVER TtIN•mILS 

JAF•-'IDWN SCOTLAIqD FERRY 
POLICIES AND PR(DCED• 

MANUAL FOR APA 

MGMT SER 

MGMT SER 

NO; SPECIALIZED/WIDE 

CTB/MSMT SBR 

CTS/BRISTOL/ 

CTB/ST/FFOLK 

NO; SIZE/BROAD 
PURPOSE 

NO; BROAD AUDI•NCE/SI• 
FORMAT 

NO; INTEP•NAL TO DIVISION 

"fEZ; •[KLIMINATE; CO%--z•RS 
MATERIAL ISSt• BY =•c_.•c•-<•a• 

NO AUDI• SI:•I•IALIZED 
INSTRUCTIONS 

AUDI•]• 

NO AUDIEI•I•/PUP.-DCSE/APA 

• ELIMINATE HAS BEEN 
INCORPOP•ATED INTO •CAP•DCUS 
TRANSPORT RELrJLATI ONS 

Y•]S LIMITED •=;LICATION; 
SUBSUME INTO BOARD R• A•3, 
REGS 

NO; EXTerNAL SOURCE/ 
LIMITED USERS 

No; sIzE/•2.os/INTm•,.•AL 

NO; SIZE/LIMITED US•/ 
ABSTRACTED F•RCM _•'4T. MA,•TJAL 

NO; SIZE/AG•I•]CY-WIDE USE/ 
SPECIALI'2• INSTRUCTIONS 
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CENTRAL WHSE. TRAINING GUIDE 
STO••/•S 

DISTRICT WHSE. TF•AINING GUIDE 
STOP4KF•ERS 

RESIDENCY STOREROOM TRAINING 
GUIDE 

MANUAL ON •'•%•GINEERING 
ESTIMATING SYST•'--• 

ROAD ASK3 BRIDGE SPECIFICATIONS 

..•HASE INSI:m-•CTION .MANUAL 

CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 

ADM SER 

ADM SER 

CONSTRUCTION 

NO; TRAINING GUIDE 

NO; TRAINING GUIDE 

NO; TRAINING GUIDE 

NO; CODING INSTRUCTIONS/ 
NARROW AUD I•%•E 

NO; SIZE/EXTERNAL USerS 

YES; UNDER REVIEW AS PART CF 
CMMS WHICH WII/• PROBABLY •-LA•LE 

A MANUAL 

RANDAo S•"•mXT, r•KD FOR 
SIONo 

TO BE CONSOLIDAq•ED WI• 

ION MAI•JAL 

DBE PROG. CERTIFICATION PROC. 

TITLE VI MANUAL 

EE0 DIV 

EE0 DIV 

EEO DIV 

EEO DIV 

EEO DIV 

WILL BECOME PART OF 
PROGRAM MANUAL 

WII.•L B•_•,OME PART OF 
E PROGRAM MANUAL 

•; WILL BECOME PART .•F 
E•0 DIVISION MANUAL 

YES; WILL EuKCOME P•.T •F 
EEO DIVISION M•%NUAL 

NO; FRE•-'TANDING POLI•f 
NEEDED FOR POSTING 
PURPOSES 

DIVISION MANUAL EQP DIV 

18 
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EQUIPMENT DIVISION INSTRUC. 
MEMORANDA 

EQUI.U•NT OI:•,ATORS 

RAD!O OI•"=.ATORS MANUAL 

MAI[•WfENANCE DIV INST. MH•4OS 

EQP DIV 

EQP DIV 

EQP D!V 

•.•2EL OF SERVICE MA•.•AL 

LAND USE POLICY MANUAL 

HAULING [:•MIT MANUAL 

MAI• 

MAINT•qANC• 

MAI• 

SIZE, WT., A•VD • REQUIRE- 
MEN• FOR TRUCKS, •TRAII.•, 
."YgWED VEHI•S (OVERSI•) 

•CORT VEHICLE GUIDE 

TIM•• w, HANDBOOK 

CONSULT LAB INSTRUCTIONAL 
MEMOS 

•; CONSOLIDATE WITH 
DIVISION .MANUAL 

NO; WIDE AUDIENCE/ 
SP•IALI .:ED IN•-q•R.UCI21 ONS 

NO; WIDE AUDIENCE/ 
SI:•IALI 7k-D INSq•RUCT_'I Of]S 
FORMAT 

SURVEY MANUAL 

DRAINAGE MANUAL 

GUIDE SPHIDIFICATIONS 
FOR CONSULTANTS 

ROAD DESIGN STANDARDS 
2 VOL. 

MAINTHNANCE 

MAINTSI•I•rCE 

MAI•WI• 

MAINTENANCE 

MAI• 

LANDD 

L.AND D 

LAND D 

YES; TO BE CONSOLIDA•'£L•--- WI_"•H. 
I h•ST. MH•MO 

YIES; TO BE COMBINED Wlq/[£J 

POLICY MANUAL 

NO; S IZEIAPAIhL•"EP•NAL 
OUTSIDE USERS 

5]0; S IZE/APA/•C"•NAL- 
OUTSIDE USERS 

NO; SIZE/APA/•_..--'XTERNAL- 
GtIT•IDE USERS 

NO SPE•IALIZED/'•D]•L 
USERS 

NO;SI:•ECIALIZED 
INSTRUC'FIO•/S•IAL AUDIE51CE 

NO; SIZE/•T••.L US•-• 

L AND D/ 
CONSULTING COMM. 

NO; SIZE/HTXT•'•NAL-OUT•IDE 
USERS 

NO; SIZE/EXT•WNAL-OU•IDE 
USERS 

NO;SIZE/AUDIENCE/ 
SPECIALIZED INSTRU•IONS 

LANDD 
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•ST CONSTP, UCTION MANUAL 

HIGHWAYS .AND STREErfS 

GUIDE FOR S•--•ECTING, 
LOCATING, DESIGNING 
TRAFFIC BARRIERS 

-=•3BLIC INVOLVEME•rf POLICY 
MANUAL 

LANDD 

FHWA 

LANDD 

%q•S _uOSSIBLE CANDIDATE- 
CONSOLIDATION WITH 
CONSTRUCTION MA•FJAL 

NO; EXT• SOUR• 

NO; VARIED AUDIENCE/FHWA- 
APPROVED/SPEI• I ALI •ZED TOPIC 

VASWANI PAVEME•NT DESIGN NO; GUIDELIne/LIMITED USERS 

RESEARCH COUNCIL PROGRAM 
MANU+mL 

HIGHWAY .RESEARCH PROGRAM 
MANAGEMES•OPTIONHANDBOOK 

C•JL'v'•-+•T IN--ION MANUAL FHWA 

S A•K) B IN•LL•TIONAL MEMOS STRUC/BRID 

NO; INTERNAL TO DIVISION 

NO; INT•ml]ALTO DIVISION 
• ."•PD/FHWARE•U +r• 

NO; •-'KTEP•AL SOLACE 

NO; S IZE/--•ZFERNAL 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE OPE•{ATION 
OF MOVEABLE BRIDG•S 

•ECORDING AND CODE GUIDE 

STA•DARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
HIGHWAY BRIDGES 

NO; TRAINING BOO• 

STRUC/BRID NO; SPECIALI• 
LIMITED USERS 

NO; •-'KTEFelAL 

PPMS IMPI•ATION A• 
TERMINAL OPERATOR GUIDE 

INFORMATION SYST!•MS DIV. 

INFO SYS/P&S 

INFO. SYS 

NC; MGMT INFO SYSTEM USER 
MANUAL 

NO; SPECIALIZED, LARGE AhUD 
WIDELY CIRCULATED 

CARS MANUAL 

STATE TRAVEL •TIONS 

VA DOA 

VA DOA 

2O 

NO; EXTERNAL SOURCE 



INTERNAL CONTROL GUIDANC• MANUAL 

FAACS M_<NUAL 

CA•-•. MANUAL 

•OLLER'S DIRECTi• 

VA DOA 

VA DOA 

VA DOA 

VA DOA 

5D; •vJY•._•NAL SOUR• 

NO; •2,1AL SOL•CE 

463 

cPBs MA•rOAL (4 VOUJMES) VA DPB NO; •AL MANUAL 

BC/BS •mAL 

BENEFITS/PROCESSING HANDBOOK 

OSHA STANDARDS 

VA DI=F 

VA DHIzT I•R 
& I NDUSTP.Y 

NO; EXTFEP.NAL MANUAL 

NO; ••AL MA•FJ•!L 

NO; INTERNAL DIV. MANUAL 

R/W MAIN-OAL, VOLS. I & II 

R/W INSTR•IONAL•RANDA 

R/W MGMT. SYSTEM USER DATA 
HI•]TRY MANUAL 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

WITH INS,•"•,UCTICNAL 
RANDUM 

WITH DIV. MAS•JAL 

NO; MIS CODING INSTRUCTIONS/ 
RW M•J•a•- T0C LARGE 

URBAN HIGHWAY MAb•AL 

TRA•. PLANNING DIV. POLICY MAN. 

HIGHWAY CAPACITY MANUAL TRB #209 

PASS-BY TRIPS POLICY 

TRIP GENERATION MANUAL ITE 

NO; 

NO; INTERNAL DIV. MA•JAL 

•; WI• CAPACITY MANUAL 

H• M•T•IA/.• TI•. 
RUI• & RE•TIONS 

TRAFFIC ENG. NO; S• TO APA 
(STILL IN DRAFT) 

2! 



CO•{M•RCIAL •TfRANC• MANUAL 

AREA [mR .•ION MA•[JAL 

ACC£K]NTING & H.R. SYSTEMS MAN. 

.•vJ•FIC & SAFETY DIV. 
OPERATIONS MANUAL 

%RAFFI C ENGINE•IqING 
INSTRUCTI •La, L •RANDA 

STASIDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS 
MANUAL 

TRAFFIC 

TRAFFIC •G. 

•A 

FHWA 

NO; SUBJECT TO APA/• 
USERS 

NO; DIVEIgSE USeS IN & 
OUTSIDE AGENCY 

NO; CODING INSTRUC'FIONS 

WITH I•TP, UL•TIONAL 
A 

WITH UPDA• DIV. 

NO; •ERAL GUID•_•INE 

CENTRALIZED ACCIDEINTPR, OC. 
INSTP, UCTIONS 

NO; •DCI"•RNAL CODING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

SUBDIVISION STREET STANDARDS 

•IDE FOR SECCkNDARY ROAD 
IMPRO• 

ADDITIONS, A• & 
DISCONT!•ANCES 

GUIDELINES FOR REVENUE SHARING 

IbDL•C"fP..,IAL AC'•'•,-.--.• ROAD 

P•=•,EATIONAL ACCESS ROADS 

SECONDARY ROADS 

•ARY ROADS 

SECIINDARY ROADS 

S•CONDARY ROADS 

SECONDARY ROADS 

SECONDARY ROADS 

 SECONDARY ROADS MANUAL 

YES; S•D•DNDARY ROADS MANU•L 

NO; UNIQUE EXq'I59NAL USES 

NO; UNIQUE I•CI"•RNAL 

VIRGINIA • METHODS MANUAL 

MATERIALS MANUAL OF 
INSTRUCTIONS 

MATERIALS 

MATERIALS 

NO; MAJOR MANUALS 
TOO I.ARCIE; • WIDk-!.Y 
CIRCULATED; • METHODS 
MANUAL HAS DI•F•gENIf USERS 

YES; CONSOLIDATE WITH 
INST. MEM• 
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MATERIALS DIV. INST. 
M!•4ORANDA 

• MIX •TE GUIDE 

BITUMINOUS CO• STUDY 
GUIDE 

HYDRAULIC • CO• 
STUDY GUIDE 

MATERIALS 

MATERIAI• 

MATERIALS 

MATERIALS NO; SPECIALIZED 

FISCAL DIV. POLICY, 
PROCEDURES AND CODES 

FISCAL 

CLASSIFICATION/JOB 
EA•ALUATION MANUAL 

HUMAN -• POLICY AND 
PRCC• M.•N'UAL 

IMMIGRATION ACT REQU!• 

NO; •RGE/SPEC IALI•/W IDELY 

NO; GUIDk-T-..!NES Ct,V.mY 

NO; LARGE/WIDELY USED 

Y]!•; POLICY AND PRCXIEI)URES 
MAN=JAL 

ROAD OPTING POLICY 

GUIDE TO HOLDING PUBLIC 
HEARINGS 

F•BLIC AFFAIRS 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

CONSOLIDATE 
CONS•UCTION MA•<TAL 

•; •NSOLIDATE WI• PL•_•LIC 
INVOLVE•4E•rf POLICY MANUAL 

I•AL AUDIT .MANUAL INTERNAL AUDIT NO; USEI) ONLY BY DIVISION 

EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL MAN. 

VHIZETATION MGMT. MANUAL 

•ATION ESTABLI• MAN. 

ENVlRO}•AL YES; vr.iMINATE/DUPLICA• 
SOIL/WATEr9 CONSERVATION 
MANUAL 

Y••TABL; 

CONSOLIDATE WITH VEG. 
IS•U24ENT 
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EROSION/SEDIMENT CONTROL 

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING POLICY 

VIRGINIA BYWAYS 

WATER QUALITY STANDARDS 

W• DELINEATION GUIDELI• 

SOIL/WATER 
CONSERVATION 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

ENVIRO•M!•TAL 

ENVIRO•AL 

FHWA 

FHWA 

POLICIES/PROCEDURES FOR 
INDUSTRI.&L ACCESS RAILROAD 

RAIL & PUBLIC TRANS. ,MANUAL 

RAIL/PUBLIC 
TPANS 

RAIL/PUBLIC 
TRANS 

NO; •AL MANUAL FOR 

RAIL INDUSTRY 

NO; INTEP•LAL DIVISION 
(STILL IN DRAFT FOP-•4 

HAZARD COMMUNICATION POLICY 

FEDERAL HIGHWAY POLICY MEMOS 
(.•M.) 

FHWA/PROG. & 

• CONSOLIDATE WI•. 

DPM OR P&P 

NO; EX"I• SOURt• 
SCHEDULING 
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CRITERIA FOR CONSOLIDAT[Q•LELIMINATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

I Users/Audience 

• •ze of Existing Document 

3. Source of Manual/Policy (Internal vs. External) 

4. Relationship of Policy/Procedurals to One Another 

5. Degree of Duplication 

6. APA Requirement (yes or no) 

7. Suggestions from Survey 
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APPENDIX B 

d) 

f) 
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that all -•• 

i) • ch3ics (e.g., '%•all" •. 
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APPENDIX C 

Guide for Format for Policy Instructions 

Items to be Included in Introductory Section or Through Internal 
Formatting 

PURPOSE Explain the objective of the instruction(s) and 
the areas covered. 

AUTHORITY Cite the title of the specific law, 
regulation, Executive Order or policy (and source) that 
drives instructions. 

DEFINITIONS Define any terms that are specific to the 
instructions or that are being used in a new or unusual way. 

POLICY State or paraphrase the policy • •=•ai" 

PROCEDURES OR GUIDELINES State "how to" implement the 
policy. 

EFFECTIVE DATE The date instructions are to go into 
effect. 

CONTACT PERSON FOR INTERPRETATION Designated position or 

positions in Division that is available for questions, 
clarification, etc. 

Based on materials developed by the Management Services 
Division. 
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